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Abstract

A micro-cracking monitoring and fracture evaluation method for crumb rubber concrete based on the acoustic emission
technique was developed. The precursory micro-cracking activity and fracture behavior of crumb rubber concrete with

different rubber contents, 0%, 10%, and 15%, were analyzed. The various acoustic emission statistical parameters includ-

ing cumulative event, frequency distribution, amplitude distribution, and b-value were used for the analysis. The general
fracture process is similar for all normal and crumb rubber concretes and can be divided into three distinct stages of

micro-crack activity, namely, early stage, main collapse stage, and post-fracture stage. The following conclusions were

drawn from the analysis: (1) more micro-cracks initiated and grew at early stage in the normal concrete, while less
micro-cracks in the crumb rubber concrete but with longer stage duration; (2) the duration and crack number are both

increasing with the increase in the rubber contents in main collapse and post-fracture stages; (3) new crack types associ-

ated with the rubber particles were recorded due to the change of the peak frequencies; and (4) the amplitude of the
cracks decrease with the increase in the rubber content due to the damping ratio and interface improvement by the

mixed rubbers. The results obtained in this article demonstrate that the acoustic emission technique can provide valu-

able information for a better understanding of micro-cracking and fracture monitoring of crumb rubber concrete.
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Introduction

Crumb rubber concrete, also called recycled tire

rubber–filled concrete, is becoming a new interesting

environmental material in the last two decades. More

than 1.5 billion tires are produced worldwide per year,

and most of these tires will sooner or later become

waste.1 Stockpiling is dangerous, not only due to a

potential negative environmental impact but also

because it presents a fire hazard and provides a breed-

ing ground for rats, mice, vermin, and mosquitoes.2–6

Management and disposal of waste tire is a major envi-

ronmental concern in many countries and is becoming

a significant environmental, health, and esthetic prob-

lem that is not easily solved. The use of waste tires as a

concrete additive is a possible disposal solution.5,7

Modification of concrete properties by the addition of

appropriate materials is a popular field of concrete

research. The brittle nature of concrete and its low

loading toughness compared to other materials have

prompted the use of waste tire particles as a concrete

aggregate to possibly remedy or reduce these negative

attributes.8 As a combination of concrete and rubber

particles, crumb rubber concrete can not only effi-

ciently improve mechanical properties of the concrete
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but also ease the potential environment threat as an

alternative for waste tire recycling.

The importance of recycling of waste tires coupled

with the interest in overcoming the aforementioned

concrete defects has motivated a significant body of

research related to crumb rubber concrete. Different

kinds of tests with different volumetric fractions were

conducted to investigate the static, dynamic, and fati-

gue mechanical behaviors of crumb rubber con-

crete.2–4,7,8 During the 1990s, Topcxu9 pioneered the

study of the mechanical properties of crumb rubber

concrete and reported the ductility increase and appli-

cations where energy absorption capacity was required

and high strength was not necessary. Li et al.10 studied

the properties of two crumb rubber mixes with same

replacement ratio but different pre-saturated treatments

of rubber particles and found that the crumb rubber

concrete with the cement paste pre-saturated rubber

particles presented the best mechanical performance,

especially concerning compressive strength. Khatib and

Bayomy11 studied rubberized Portland cement concrete

and offered some practical uses of crumb rubber con-

crete, including reduction factors. Zheng et al.12 con-

cluded that the incorporation of rubber particles in

concrete not only decreased the natural frequency of a

structural element but also led to an increase in the

damping ratio. Besides the good static and dynamic

behaviors, crumb rubber concrete is widely used in road

pavements and other applications since the first pave-

ment made of crumb rubber concrete had been built in

Arizona State University in 1999.13,14 Tests conducted

by Hernandez-Olivares and Barluenga15 found that

crumbed tire rubber additions in structural concrete

slabs could improve the fire resistance and driving com-

fortableness. Han et al.16 showed that crumb rubber

blends might present a potentially viable alternative to

current concrete highway noise barriers due to its good

noise reduction. Recently, the crumb rubber concrete

was employed into the composite structures, such as

steel–concrete composite beams, and found that the

fatigue behaviors were greatly improved with the help

of the crumb rubber concrete.17

In spite of extensive work done on the mechanical

properties of crumb rubber concrete, the experimental

work aimed at understanding of precursory micro-

cracking and physical processes that are responsible for

the fracture behavior or monitoring is relatively less.18

Even if researchers working in concrete engineering are

able to predict failure loads, it is essential to understand

the relation between nucleation of cracks, crack growth,

crack bridging, friction between two cracked surfaces,

and the corresponding effects on the macroscopic beha-

vior and fracture of concrete. It logically follows that to

formulate predictive models for large-scale structural

performance and reliability, and it is essential to under-

stand the micro-structure performance relationships. It

is vital to study how the micro-cracks and macrocracks

are generated under loading for ensuring the reliability

of the concrete structure.19 The study of micro-cracking

and fracture properties in crumb rubber concrete is an

important topic to be able to fairly comment on the

integrity of the structure. In this connection, the acous-

tic emission (AE), which are generated during the vari-

ous stages of micro-cracking and fracture, if detected

and analyzed, can lead to many advantages. It became

possible because of the fact that the number of AE

events is more or less proportional to the number of

growing cracks, and the AE amplitudes (or energy) are

proportional to the length of the crack growth incre-

ments in materials such as concrete and rock.20–22

Compared with other monitoring techniques, the AE

technique is useful to detect and monitor the formation

of micro-cracks and their growth during the entire frac-

turing process in quasi-brittle materials.23–29 In recent

years, the application of high-speed multi-channel AE

waveform recording and source location systems have

led to many significant advances in the study of fracture

process in concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle mate-

rials.29 The statistical data of AE parameters have been

utilized for studying the evolution of pre-failure micro-

cracking, precursory sequences, and fracture process in

concrete and rocks. In fact, research in the field of AE

testing of concrete structures and analytical and inter-

pretation methods of AE are undergoing a drastic

improvement due to increasing need for the health

monitoring and renovation of concrete structures.27

Rigorous research work has led to the realization of

some practical applications of AE testing. Several

researchers have applied the AE technique for the

detection, characterization, evaluation, and assessment

of damage in concrete structures using both signal-

based and parametric-based techniques.30–32

In this study, the fracture processes of crumb rubber

concrete with three rubber content levels (0%, 10%,

and 15%) was investigated using AE techniques

through axial compression tests. AE signals emitted

from the concrete fracture process were acquired dur-

ing the compression test. Conventional AE parameters,

cumulative AE event, frequency distribution, amplitude

distribution, and Ib-value analysis were then used to

reveal the characteristics of the fracture processes of

crumb rubber concrete. This work is just a beginning

to come out with standard monographs to classify the

damage of the crumb rubber concrete and crumb rub-

ber concrete structures in terms of AE statistical para-

meters with respect to time.
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Experimental procedure

Raw materials and mix proportions

The raw materials used for test concretes are fine aggre-

gate, coarse aggregate, water, and crumb rubber within

1- to 2-mm diameters. Besides, the high-range water-

reducing admixture is adopted to insure the high fluid-

ity of concrete mixing. The mix proportions of crumb

rubber follow the principle of volume percentage

method, and the rubber content is divided into three

groups 0% (normal concrete), 10% (100 kg/m3), and

15% (150 kg/m3).17 These three groups of concrete

were designed to be the same grade level of C30. The

optimal mix proportions of the components were

achieved by testing 37 group trials on crumb rubber

concrete and the detailed results are listed in Table 1.

Nine prism blocks with a size 100 mm 3 100 mm

3 300 mm were designed and fabricated, and there are

three same specimens for each rubber content groups.

The 28-day compressive strength of cubic concrete

according to the test methods of building material

properties are listed in Table 1.33 The specimens were

curing in the standard curing room (temperature is

20�C 6 3�C and relative humidity is above 90%) for

the first 28 days and then under the condition of room

temperature.

Test setup

The test setup consisted of loading system and AE

monitoring system. A testing machine of 5000-kN

capacity with a servo-controlled hydraulic loading

frame was adopted to apply load on the prismatic con-

crete samples in the compression testing. On the two

surfaces of the concrete sample, the measuring points

of longitudinal strain were arranged at the center of the

trisection. Two electronic extensometers were used to

measure the mid-height strain of the sample and the

details are shown in Figure 1. During the test, the force

control loading scheme with a loading rate of 1.5 kN/s

before the peak load was first adopted and then a dis-

placement control loading scheme was applied at a rate

of 10 3 1026 until the concrete specimen was crushed.

The AE monitoring system consisted two AE sen-

sors and a PC-based multi-channel monitoring system

sensor-based acoustic multi-channel operating system

(SAMOS) AEwin manufactured by Physical Acoustic

Corporation (PAC).34 Appropriate AE sensor types are

important in the fracture monitoring of concrete struc-

tures. Since concrete is known to be a highly attenuat-

ing material, lower frequency sensors are suitable for

AE studies. Accordingly, one R6A with highest sensi-

tivity between 35 and 100 kHz is selected for monitor-

ing the highly attenuating concretes. However, the

maximum aggregate size in concrete for this study is

20 mm, and 3500 m/s was normally used as sound

velocity in concrete. Using the relation V = nl, the fre-

quency of the AE sensor to be used is desirable to be

less than 180 kHz, and this frequency is within the

range of 100–500 kHz. Considering this point, another

R15A with highest sensitivity between 50 and 400 kHz

was also selected in the test. The R6A and R15A

together constructed the sensor monitoring system. The

gains of the preamplifiers and the acquisition system

were set to 20 and 40 dB, respectively. The acquisition

threshold was set to 40 dB to ensure a high signal-to-

noise ratio to avoid background noise. Vacuum grease

LR (high-vacuum silicon grease) was used as a cou-

pling agent to fix the sensors on the opposite surfaces

of the concrete, as shown in Figure 1. The band-pass

analog filter was set to between 20 kHz and 2 MHz,

and the sampling frequency was set to 10 MHz.

Test results and discussion

Test phenomena

During the loading process, tiny cracks first appeared

at the top of all specimens, and the crack propagated

downward gradually. The more rubbers mixed in the

concrete samples, the slower the tiny crack appeared

and developed. When reaching bearing capacity, frag-

ments from the ordinary concrete instantaneously rup-

tured, and the rupture was accompanied with a loud

noise. Then, the load quickly dropped. However, there

were less-ruptured fragments for the crumb rubber con-

crete, and the process of damage and unloading took

more time. The final collapsed conditions are shown in

Figure 2, and the mechanical properties are listed in

Table 2, where the ultimate strain is defined as the

strain value when the ultimate load dropped 15%.

Figure 2 shows the typical damaged situation of pris-

matic concrete samples with different rubber contents

very significantly. There is one fatal penetrating crack

on the surface when the crumb rubber content is 0% in

Figure 2(a), and the top of the sample is badly dam-

aged. When there is 10% rubber mixed in the concrete,

Table 1. Details of the concrete mixture proportions.

Property 0% 10% 15%

Crumb rubber (kg/m3) 0 100 150
Cement (kg/m3) 295 590 590
Coarse aggregate (kg/m3) 1087 1230 1230

Fine aggregate (kg/m3) 839 412 412
Water (kg/m3) 165 168 168
Water reducing (kg/m3) 2.17 6.52 7.39
Compressive strength,
MPa (28 days)

43.30 43.70 35.13

Xu et al. 3



there are multiple cracks rather than just one fatal pene-

trating crack as shown in Figure 2(b) and the concrete

sample maintains integrity with four relatively long

cracks, uniformly distributed on the surface. The condi-

tion of the concrete sample is even better when the rub-

ber content is 15%, as shown in Figure 2(c).

As shown in Figure 3, compared with the ordinary

concrete, the increasing ranges of peak strain in the

crumb rubber concrete with 10% and 15% rubber con-

tent are 60% and 65%, respectively, and ultimate strain

are 97% and 102%, respectively. Moreover, the descent

stage of the stress–strain curve becomes more gradual,

which proves the crumb rubber concrete has superior

plasticity and ductility properties.

AE evaluation of fracture process

From the aforementioned test results, although we can

observe the macrocrack conditions of the concretes

during the compression test and get the superior

Figure 2. Typical damaged situation of prism specimens: (a) 0%, (b) 10%, and (c) 15%.

Table 2. The ultimate stress and strain of concrete with different rubber contents.

Rubber content (%) Ultimate load (kN) Ultimate strength (MPa) Peak strain Ultimate strain

0 34.063 34.063 0.002725 0.003516
10 33.471 33.471 0.004323 0.006943
15 29.412 29.412 0.004472 0.007104

Figure 1. Setup of compression test and schematic locations of measurement device.
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plasticity and ductility properties of crumb rubber con-

crete, the micro-cracking activity is still unclear for us.

In this part, the micro-cracking activity and fracture

evaluation will be revealed by the AE analysis. The

recorded AE data files were replayed and analyzed

using the AEwin software for the identification and eva-

luation of various stages of fracture process using the

AE statistical parameters.

Brief introduction of AE parameters. Common AE charac-

teristic parameters are shown in Figure 4 and include

rise time, duration time, count, amplitude, and energy.

One AE waveform corresponds to one AE event. The

energy of a waveform is the area above the threshold

and below the envelope curve of the waveform. The AE

peak frequency is defined as the point corresponding to

the peak value on the power spectrum of a waveform.

The origin and development of micro-cracking activ-

ity in concrete can be inferred from AE statistics, as the

number of AE events is more or less proportional to the

number of growing cracks and the AE amplitude or

energy count data are proportional to the crack growth

increments in brittle and quasi-brittle materials like

rock and concrete.19,35 In fact, the formation of micro-

cracks is ubiquitous in brittle and quasi-brittle materials

at stresses close to the yielding point. The useful AE sta-

tistical parameters to identify and characterize the vari-

ous stages of micro-cracking activity in concrete are as

follows: AE events and cumulative of AE events, ampli-

tude distribution, frequency distribution, and b-value as

detailed in the following sections.

Load–time curve and cumulative of AE events. The typical

curves of recorded load and cumulative of AE events

versus time are identified in Figure 5 to study the varia-

tion of AE events with loading time in concrete

specimen.

Figure 5 shows the general conditions of cumulative

of AE events, which means the number of received sig-

nals changing with load are more or less similar for the

three groups. We can observe that the curve related to

the cumulative AE events versus time plot initially

starts with less slop, then the slop becomes steeper as

the load reaches the maximum, and then the slop gra-

dually decreases. The results of this study show that

micro-cracking activity occurs in three successive

stages, namely, early stage (I), main collapse stage (II),

and post-fracture stage (III). Stage-I is the initiation

stage showing the micro-cracking condition before the

Figure 3. Stress–strain curve of concretes with different

rubber contents.

Figure 4. Traditional AE parameters.

Figure 5. Plot of load and cumulative AE event versus time.
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main collapse, Stage-II is the main collapse stage when

the main fracture happens in the concrete, and Stage-

III is the post-fracture stage which shows crack activity

after the main fractures. The statistics of AE during

these stages are distinctly different for the three groups

as detailed in Figures 6–8.

As shown in Figures 6–8, fluctuations in the AE

events can be observed during the loading processes,

and these fluctuations are caused by the nonuniformity

of the fracture processes of concrete and crumb rubber

concrete, which is due to the complexity of concretes.

An obvious increase in the number of AE events can be

attributed to a larger fracture in concrete.

Stage-I starts from the beginning of the test to the

peak or pre-peak load, and the micro-crack occurs and

accumulates in this stage. With the increase in the rub-

ber content from 0%, 10% to 15%, the duration of this

stage increases from 2700, 3000 to 3500 s. However, if

we check the slope of the cumulative AE events in

Figure 5, we can find that the slope decreases. This

means the less micro-cracks happen in a longer dura-

tion. From this point, we can know that the micro-

crack occurs less in this stage when the rubber contents

increase due to contribution of the rubber making the

concrete more ‘‘elastic.’’ This fact is proved again by

the AE events in Figures 6–8, from which we can

observe that AE events decreases with the increase in

the rubber contents.

Stage-II is the macrocrack or main collapse stage,

which is the critical stage for the concrete specimens as

well as the concrete structures. First, we can see that

the slope of the cumulative AE events is becoming

more gradual with the increase in the rubber contents,

and this indicates that the concrete is becoming more

ductile. Second, with the increase in the rubber content

from 0%, 10% to 15%, the duration of this stage

increases from 800, 1200 to 1700 s. The recorded AE

events in this stage also increases with the increase in

the rubber contents. This can reflect that the more

cracks happen in longer duration, which is good for the

samples or actual structures.

Stage-III is the post stage after the main collapse,

and the main observation is that there are less AE

events recorded for the normal concrete, while there are

still lots of AE events can be recorded for the concrete

with 15% rubber content. This means that the concrete

sample is fully broken in the Stage-II, and there is little

strength storage for the normal concrete, which is why

we define the concrete as a brittle material. Whereas

the brittle condition is gradually improved with the

increase in the mixed rubber and there is still strength

storage for the crumb rubber concrete after the main

collapse. This is coincidence with the failure conditions

of the specimens shown in Figure 2.

Figure 6. AE events during the compression test for concrete

with 0% rubber content.

Figure 7. AE events during the compression test for concrete

with 10% rubber content.

Figure 8. AE events during the compression test for concrete

with 15% rubber content.
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Frequency distribution of AE events. Previous studies indi-

cate that the peak frequencies of AE signals generated

from concrete are below 300 kHz.20,36,37 Corresponding

to different failure modes of concrete, the peak frequen-

cies are different and utilized to recognize the failure

patterns.38–42 For normal concrete, AE sources include

the expansion of inherent micro-cracks, cracking of

mortar and aggregate, friction, and debonding on the

surface between the aggregate and mortar. For crumb

rubber concrete, additional AE sources may come from

the debonding on the surface with the rubber particles.

The peak frequencies of the concretes are shown in

Figure 9. For the normal concrete specimen, the distri-

bution of peak frequencies has two main bands, includ-

ing 25–55 kHz and 129–160 kHz. A small number of

AE events are found between 55 and 129 kHz and 160

and 300 kHz. For the 10% rubberized concrete speci-

men, the distribution of peak frequencies also has two

main bands, including 27–55 kHz and 125–165 kHz (a

little wider than that of normal concrete). In the 10%

rubberized concrete specimen, more AE events are

found between 55 and 125 kHz and 165 and 300 kHz

comparing to the normal specimen. These AE events

are generated from concrete, rubber cracking, rubber-

matrix debonding, and so on. The distribution of fre-

quency for the 15% rubberized concrete specimen is

similar with that of the 10% rubberized concrete speci-

men, in additional to the two similar main bands,

including 27–55 kHz and 125–165 kHz, the distribu-

tion of the frequency between 75 and 100 kHz is more

obvious.

Due to the complexity of AE sources and character-

istics of wave propagation, successful distinction of

these AE sources is difficult. However, we can still find

some interesting results that the frequency between 55

and 100 kHz is increasing with the increase in the rub-

ber contents. These AE events are generated from con-

crete, rubber cracking, and rubberized debonding

cracks based on the previous peak frequency analysis.

Amplitude distribution of AE events. As shown in Figure 10,

the points show the amplitude distribution of AE

events with loading history, and we can know that the

amplitudes of AE events also change with the increase

in the rubber contents in the three different stages. The

amplitude in the normal concrete is generally greater

than that in the two crumb rubber concrete in the three

stages. In the early stage, most of the events with ampli-

tudes are less than 80 dB for normal concrete, whereas

the corresponding values are about 70 and 60 dB for

the two crumb rubber concrete. The similar conclusion

can be obtained in the post-fracture stage that the cor-

responding amplitude becomes smaller with the

increase in rubber particles, although the number of the

events show an inverse property. For the main collapse

stage, the high amplitude appears for both normal con-

crete and crumb rubber concrete.

The amplitude decrease can be due to different rea-

sons, for example, due to the attenuation of the AE

events. Ultrasonic attenuation from AE source to the

sensor (receiver) could reduce the measured AE ampli-

tude. The reasons for the changes in amplitude in addi-

tion to the compositional and preparation differences

could be many. This could be due to strong interfaces

between coarse aggregates and cement mortar. The

concrete specimens contains micro-silica, which reduces

porosity at the cement–aggregate interface. This inter-

face plays an important role in both fracture properties

and AE properties. Stronger interfaces generally lead

to higher strength but also higher brittleness (through a

smaller fracture process zone). The stronger interfaces

also may likely alter the AE activity by leading to fewer

AE events but more energy release per AE event. Thus,

in this study, authors’ opinion is that the mixed rubber

changes the original strong interface to be less strong.

In addition, the energy loss experienced by these stress

waves per unit distance travel will be related to the

damping capacity (internal friction) of the material.

This also causes the reduction of the total elastic wave

energy that reaches the sensor. In this case, it is reason-

able for us to conclude that the mixed rubber particles

improve the damping ratio of the concrete and the

attenuation decreases more.

b-value analysis

In spite of existence of breaks in earthquake scaling

caused by temporal and spatial heterogeneity, the

assumption of self-similarity of the earthquake process

is found in most cases.43 In earthquake seismology,

larger magnitude earthquakes occur less frequently

than ones of smaller magnitude. Self-similarity is con-

sistent with the observed linear b-value relation of the

Gutenberg–Richter (GR) law44

log10N Mð Þ= a� bM ð1Þ

where N(M) is the number of events with magnitude

equal to or greater than M, and a and b are real con-

stants that may vary in space and time. The significance

of the b parameter for quantifying seismicity or for

earthquake prediction has been recognized widely by

seismologists.45,46

Because AEs and earthquakes have similar

mechanisms, this method can also be applied to the

AE field. The principle is that micro-cracks release

more AE events with smaller amplitude, while

macrocracks release fewer AE events with larger

Xu et al. 7



Figure 9. Distribution characteristics of peak frequencies for concrete with different rubber contents: (a) concrete with 0% rubber

content, (b) concrete with 10% rubber content, and (c) concrete with 15% rubber content.
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amplitude. Equation (1) can be changed to the fol-

lowing form21,31,47

log10N = a� b
0 AdB

20

� �

ð2Þ

where N is the number of AE events with magnitudes

greater than AdB; AdB is peak amplitude of the AE

events in decibels; and b# is slope of regression line of

plot of log10N against AdB, also called the b-value of

these AE events. From equation (2), when micro-cracks

(rather than macrocracks) are dominant in a fracture

process A, a bigger b# value is obtained; when macro-

cracks (rather than micro-cracks) are dominant in a

fracture process B, then a smaller b# value is obtained.

To account for the statistical characteristics of the

amplitude distributions of AE events, Shiotani

et al.48,49 proposed the Ib-value method using the

statistical information of AE events. The Ib-value is

defined by the following equation

Ib=
log10N m� a1sð Þ � log10N m+a2sð Þ

a1 +a2ð Þs
ð3Þ

where s and m are standard deviation and mean value

of amplitude distribution of AE event group, respec-

tively; a1 and a2 are coefficients related to the AE event

group; N(m 2 a1s) is number of AE events with ampli-

tude larger than m 2 a1s; and N(m + a1s) is number

of AE events with an amplitude larger than m + a1s.

The values of a1 and a2 are dependent on the statistical

characteristics of the amplitude distributions of the AE

events. The methodology for calculating a1 and a2 can

be found in Shiotani et al.48

The Ib-value analysis is determined to be feasible for

monitoring slope failure, evaluation of rock fracture

Figure 10. Amplitude of AE during the fracture process: (a) rubber content—0%, (b) rubber content—10%, and (c) rubber

content—15%.

Xu et al. 9



processes, and damage assessment of reinforced con-

crete (RC) beams and RC beams strengthened with

fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP).50 However, little

research has been conducted on applying Ib-value anal-

ysis to the monitoring of fracture processes of crumb

rubber concrete. During the experiment, AE amplitude

data were acquired with the help of AEwin PAC system

and stored. The Ib-value methods as a function of time

are used in the fracture process analysis and on the

assessment of its potential as a fracture precursor based

on the recorded data analyzed using MATLAB.

To study variations of Ib-value with time, a sliding

time-window method is used, instead of the previous

sliding event-window.51 The Ib-value is calculated for

the first T events. Then, the window is shifted by a

time, for example, T/10 events. The Ib-value is calcu-

lated for the new group of data, and the process is

repeated until the last event is reached. Every calcu-

lated Ib-value is assigned to the middle time of the cor-

responding window.

The Ib-value curves of the normal concrete and

crumb rubber concrete specimens are shown together

with loading curves and AE amplitudes in Figure 10.

At early stage, the Ib-value shows an increasing trend in

value with the increase in the rubber contents. This phe-

nomenon can be explained that the fracture magnitude

in the crumb rubber concrete is smaller than that in the

normal concrete, and the corresponding Ib-value is rela-

tively bigger in the crumb rubber concrete. Therefore,

Ib-value can reveal the difference in the fracture process

between the normal concrete and the crumb rubber

concrete at the early stage. From Figure 10(a)–(c), there

is an obvious decrease in the Ib-values around the start

of the mainly collapse stage, revealing that the fracture

patterns shifted from micro-cracks to macrocracks. The

Ib-values fluctuate in local regions because the com-

plexity of concretes causes a nonuniform fracture pro-

cess. The Ib-value of 1.5 can be taken as an alarm value

to suggest people to pay attention to the specimen or

the real structures.

Figure 11. Ib-value and slope of cumulative AE event as the fracture precursor: (a) rubber content—0%, (b) rubber content—10%,

and (c) rubber content—15%.
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Considering that the slope of the cumulative AE

events increase sharply when the fracture process enters

into the main collapse, the slope of the cumulative AE

events can also be taken as the precursor of the failure.

Thus, we combine the Ib-value and the slope of the

cumulative AE events together to give double check for

the precursor of the failure or the dangerous condition,

as shown in Figure 11. It is obvious to see that when

the Ib-value is smaller than 1.5, the slope of the cumula-

tive AE events also start to increase sharply compared

to the former stage. Similar phenomena can be observed

for all the three concretes. In this case, it is reasonable

to take the Ib-value and the slope of the cumulative AE

events as the double check precursor of the failure.

Conclusion

AE technique was successfully applied in the crack moni-

toring on the crumb rubber concrete during the fracture

test. The results obtained in the laboratory are useful to

understand the various stages of the micro-cracking

activities during the fracture process for the normal con-

crete and the crumb rubber concrete. Based on the above

results, the following major conclusions can be drawn:

1. The parametric analysis of AE has revealed that

micro-cracking occurs in three distinct and succes-

sive stages, namely, early stage, main collapse stage,

and post-fracture stage in both concrete and crumb

rubber concrete specimens.

2. Both concrete and crumb rubber test specimens

have shown similar trends with regard to the

cumulative AE events versus time. We can

observe that the curve related to cumulative AE

events versus time plot initially starts with less

slope, then the slope becomes steeper as the load

reaches the maximum, and then gradually the

slope decreases. The results have helped in identi-

fying the crack initiation and crack damage states

for the tested samples.

3. Compared with the normal concrete, the duration

of the early stage is increasing with the increase in

the mixed rubber content, and the number of

cracks is decreasing. This can reveal the fact that

the elastic property of the concrete is improved by

the rubber particles and it needs more time for the

same deformation.

4. The duration and number of cracks both increase

as the rubber particles increase and reveal that the

concrete is becoming less brittle in the collapse

stage and more cracks with less amplitude happens,

which is good for the actual application due to the

energy absorption capacity from the dangerous

structures.

5. More cracks associated with rubber particles are

recorded during the fracture process with relative

low frequency, and the amplitude of the cracks is

decreased due to the damping ratio improvement

by the rubber particles.
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